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Abstract. For a pair of spherical curves P and P ′, we introduce the
stable double point number of P and P ′, denoted sd(P, P ′). A trivial
spherical curve is a spherical curve with no double point, denoted ⃝.
In the talk, I presented two results relevant to the question whether
sd(P,⃝) ≤ d([P ]) + 1 holds or not.

1 Introduction

A spherical curve is the image of a generic immersion of a circle into a 2-
sphere. Any two spherical curves can be transformed each other by a finite
sequence of deformations, each of which is either one of type RI, type RII, or
type RIII that is a replacement of a part of the curves contained in a disk as
in Figure 1. Suppose that a spherical curve P ′ is obtained from a spherical
curve P by a deformation of type RI. We say that P ′ is obtained from P by a
deformation of type RI+ (type RI− resp.), if the number of double points of P ′

is greater (less resp.) than that of P . Analogously, we can define deformations
of type RII+, and type RII−. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deformations of type RI, RII, RIII
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It is well known that for any pair of spherical curves P and P ′, there is a
sequence of spherical curves

P = P0 → P1 → · · · → Pn = P ′

such that Pi+1 is obtained from Pi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n−1) by a deformation of type
RI, RII, RIII or ambient isotopy.

In 2001, Östlund [6] conjectured that, for any plane curve P , a trivial plane
curve would be obtained from P by deformations of type RI and type RIII.
Although, the original conjecture is concerned with plane curves, it would be
natural to study the same issue for spherical curves. That is:

Östlund conjecture′. For any spherical curve P , a trivial spherical curve is
obtained from P by deformations of type RI and type RIII.

In 2014, Hagge and Yazinski [2] found that the spherical curve PHY in
Figure 2 is a counterexample of the original Östlund conjecture. Further,
Ito and Takimura [4] [5] obtained infinitely many counterexamples of Östlund
conjecture′, which implies that there exist infinitely many equivalence classes
of spherical curves under the relation consisting of deformations of type RI and
type RIII.

Figure 2: PHY

This result leads us to :

Problem. Study the pairs of spherical curves that are (not) transformed from
one to the other by deformations of type RI, RIII.

In the talk, I introduced a 1-complex for studying the problem by mimicking
the arguments in [1]. Let me introduce the construction. Let C be the set of
the ambient isotopy classes of the spherical curves. We say that two elements v
and v′ of C are RI-equivalent, denoted by v ∼RI v′, if there are representatives
P, P ′ of v, v′ respectively such that P ′ is obtained from P by a sequence of
deformations of type RI and ambient isotopies. We note that ∼RI is an equiva-
lence relation on C (see Proposition 1.1 of [1]). Then C̃ denotes the quotient set
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C/ ∼RI and for a spherical curve P , [P ] denotes the equivalence class containing
P . Then we obtain a 1-complex, denoted K̃3 by:
• the set of vertices of K̃3 corresponds to C̃, and
• two vertices v and v′ are joined by an edge if there are representatives P
and P ′ of v and v′ respectively such that P ′ is obtained from P by a sequence
consisting of exactly one deformation of type RIII, and some (possibly, empty)
deformation(s) of type RI and ambient isotopies.
We note that K̃3 is not connected. (For example, by [2], PHY and the trivial
spherical curve are not contained in the same component of K̃3.) We say that
spherical curves P and P ′ are RI, RIII-equivalent (or P ′ is RI, RIII-equivalent
to P ) if there is a sequence of spherical curves

P = P0 → P1 → · · · → Pn = P ′

such that Pi+1 is obtained from Pi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n−1) by a deformation of type
RI, or RIII (up to ambient isotopy). It is clear from the deformation that P and
P ′ are contained in the same component of K̃3 if and only if P and P ′ are RI,
RIII-equivalent.

Let P be a spherical curve. Each component of S2 \ P is a region of P . Let
R be a region of P . We call R an n-gon, if R has n corners. In particular, 3-gon
is called a triangle. The spherical curve P is called RI-minimal if each region of
P is not a 1-gon. For any spherical curve P , we obtain an RI-minimal spherical
curve by successively applying deformations of type RI−. It is known that such
spherical curves are mutually ambient isotopic, and reduced(P ) denotes such a
spherical curve.

Definition 1.1 (Deformation of type α). For spherical curves P and P ′, we
say that P ′ is obtained from P by a deformation of type α, if P ′ is obtained
by replacing a part of P contained in a disk as in Figure 3. We say that P ′ is
obtained from P by a deformation of type α+ (type α− resp.), if the number of
double points of P ′ is greater (less resp.) than that of P . See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Deformations of type α

Further in [3], another deformation called a deformation of type β (type β±

resp.) is defined. Roughly speaking we say that P ′ is obtained from P by a
deformation of type β+, if P ′ is obtained from P by successively applying con-
nected sum with (possibly, empty) spherical curve(s) with one double point(s)
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and one spherical curve of trefoil type in a non trivial manner. See Figure 4.
For the precise definition, see [3]. Then the next proposition is proved in [3].

Figure 4: Deformation of type β

Proposition 1.1 ([3]). Let P , P ′ be spherical curves. Then P ′ is obtained
from P by a sequence consisting of one deformation of type RIII, and some
deformation(s) of type RI (i.e., [P ] and [P ′] are adjacent in K̃3) if and only if
reduced(P ) is obtained from reduced(P ′) by a deformation of type RIII, type α,
or type β and ambient isotopies.

Let C̃, K̃3 be as above. For each v ∈ C̃ (: the vertices of K̃3), we define the
double point number, denoted d(v), by

d(v) := min{the number of the double points of P |P : a representative of v}.

Remark 1.1. For each spherical curve P , it is known that

d([P ])=the number of the double points of reduced(P ).

For a pair of spherical curves (P , P ′), we define the stable double point
number of (P , P ′), denoted by sd(P, P ′) as follows.

Let L(P, P ′) be the set of paths in K̃3 connecting [P ] and [P ′]. For
L ∈ L(P, P ′), V (L) denotes the set of the vertices of L. Then, we
define sd(P, P ′) by:

sd(P, P ′) := min
L∈L(P,P ′)

{ max
v∈V (L)

{d(v)}}

if P and P ′ are RI, RIII-equivalent, and sd(P, P ′) := ∞ if P and P ′

are not RI, RIII-equivalent.

It is clear from the deformation, that sd(P, P ′) ≥ max {d([P ]), d([P ′])}. The
next proposition shows that there exist many pairs of spherical curves (P, P ′)
such that sd(P, P ′) < ∞, and sd(P, P ′) > max {d([P ]), d([P ′])}.
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Proposition 1.2. Let (P , P ′) be a pair of spherical curves such that [P ] ̸= [P ′],
d([P ′]) ≤ d([P ]). Suppose that each region of P is not a 1-gon or a triangle.
Then we have:

sd(P, P ′) ≥ d([P ]) + 1

Proof. Let P = P0 → P1 → · · · → Pn = P ′ be a sequence of spherical curves
such that Pi+1 is obtained from Pi by a deformation of type RI or type RIII
(i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1). Suppose that Pj → Pj+1 is the first deformation of type
RIII in the sequence (hence, the deformations in P0 → P1 → · · · → Pj are of
type RI). Hence [reduced(Pj)]=[reduced(P )]. The assumption of the proposition
(each region of P is not a 1-gon) implies that reduced(P )=P . Then by Propo-
sition 1.1, we may suppose that reduced(Pj+1) is obtained from reduced(Pj) by
a deformation of type RIII, type α, or type β. These facts show that
(∗) we may suppose that reduced(Pj+1) is obtained from P by a deformation of
type RIII , type α, or type β.
Then we note that each region of P is not a triangle by the assumption of the
proposition. This shows that the deformation P →reduced(Pj+1) is not of type
RIII, type α−, or type β−.
If the deformation is of type α+, then by (∗) we have

d([Pj+1]) ≥ d([P ]) + 1

by Remark 1.1. If the deformation is of type β+, then by (∗) we have

d([Pj+1]) ≥ d([P ]) + 3

by Remark 1.1.
This completes the proof of the proposition.

By Proposition 1.2, it is natural to ask:

Question. For any pair of spherical curves (P, P ′), does the inequality

sd(P, P ′) ≤ max {d([P ]), d([P ′])}+ 1

hold ? In particular, does the inequality

sd(P,⃝) ≤ d([P ]) + 1

hold ?

In the next section, we study the question.
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2 Results

2.1 2-bridge spherical curve

For an n-tuple of positive integers a1, a2, . . . , an(n ≥ 1), let C(a1, a2, . . . , an)
be a spherical curve as in Figure 5, where C(a1, a2, . . . , an) intersects each rect-
angular region Bi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in curves as in Figure 5. We call such a spher-
ical curve C(a1, a2, . . . , an) a 2-bridge spherical curve of type (a1, a2, . . . , an).

Figure 5: 2-bridge spherical curve

It is shown in Proposition 2 of [5] that each C(a1, . . . , an) is RI, RIII-
equivalent to a trivial spherical curve. We give a strengthened version of this
result, which studies the stable double point numbers.

Proposition 2.1. For each 2-bridge spherical curve C(a1, . . . , an), we have

sd(C(a1, . . . , an),⃝) = d([C(a1, . . . , an)]) or
sd(C(a1, . . . , an),⃝) = d([C(a1, . . . , an)]) + 1.

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is omitted.
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2.2 Deformation of type ξp

For the statement of the second result, we introduce a new deformation of
spherical curves. Let p be a positive odd integer. We say that a spherical curve
P ′ is obtained from a spherical curve P by a deformation of type ξp if P ′ is
obtained by replacing a part of P contained in a disk as in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Deformation of type ξp

We note that the deformation of type ξp is exactly the deformation denoted
T (2k−1) with p = 2k−1, in [5]. The next proposition together with its proof is
essencially included in Lemma 2 of [5]. However their interest is defferent from
mine (that is, the double point number). The most important fact for this talk
is Remark 2.1 below. Hence I will give a proof of Proposition 2.2 which includes
the proof of the statement of Remark 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that a spherical curve P ′ is obtained from a spherical
curve P by a deformation of type ξp performed in a disk D, where p = 2k + 1
with k ≥ 1. Then P ′ is obtained from P by a sequence of deformations each of
which is either of type α, or of type RIII that is performed in D.

Remark 2.1. We note that in the proof of Proposition 2.2 the maximal number
of double points in D of the spherical curves that appear in the sequence is
p+(p−1)/2 (= p+k). In other words the number of the double points is raised
by (p− 1)/2.

Proof. We prove the proposition by the induction on p. Suppose that p = 3. We
apply the sequence of deformations consisting of one deformation of type α+,
one deformation of type RIII, and one deformation of type α− as in Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows that the proposition holds in this case and since the numbers
of the double points of the spherical curves contained in D are 3, 4, 4 and 3, it
also shows that the statement of Remark 2.1 holds.
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Figure 7: Deformation of type ξ3

Suppose that the proposition holds for p = 2l + 1. Then we consider the
case of p = 2l + 3. We apply the sequence of deformations consisting of one
deformation of type α+, and 2l + 1 deformations of type RIII as in (a), (b),
(c) of Figure 8 to obtain the spherical curve P2 depicted in Figure 8 (c). Here
we note that the number of the double points is raised by 1. Then we apply a
deformation of type ξ2l+1 within the disk D′ depicted in Figure 8 (c) to obtain
the spherical curve P3 in Figure 8 (d). Here we note that the number of the
double points is raised by l within D′, hence the number of the double points is
raised by l + 1 within D. Then we apply deformations of type RIII 2l times to
obtained the spherical curve P4 in Figure 8 (e). Then we apply the deformation
of type α− by using the 1-gon with a crack depicted in Figure 8 (e) to obtain
the spherical curve P5(= P ′) of Figure 8, and this shows that Proposition 2.2,
and the statement of the Remark 2.2 hold in this case.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2.

Figure 8: Deformation of type ξ2l+3

For the statement of the next proposition, we prepare some notations. We
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consider the 18 types of curves in a disk depicted in Figure 9.

Proposition 2.3. Let P be a spherical curve. Suppose that there is a disk D
in S2 such that P ∩D is as in Figure 9 A5. Suppose that a spherical curve P ′

is obtained from P by a sequence of deformations each of which is either of type
RIII, type α, or type RI− performed within D under the constraint such that the
number of the double points in D of each of the spherical curves is at most 6.
Then P ′ ∩D is one of the configulations in Figure 9 up to the 4-fold symmetry
generated by the vartical reflection and the horizonal reflection of the disk.

Figure 9: The 18 types of curves in a disk

Proof. Let us start with the spherical curve A5. Since no 1-gon, or triangle is
observed there, the possible deformations are all of type α+, and it is easy to
see that they are depicted by the two dotted arcs named 1 and 2 in Figure 10
A5(a) up to the 4-fold symmetry. Note that we obtain the spherical curve whose
restriction in D is A6(3) in Figure 9 if we perform the deformation along the
dotted arc 1, and we obtain the spherical curve whose restriction in D is A6(4)

in Figure 9 if we perform the deformation along the dotted arc 2. See Figure 10
A5(a). We shall describe this fact by using the diagram as in Figure 10 A5(b).
We make similar analysis and diagram by starting with the configulations A5,
A6(1), A6(2), A6(3), A6(4), B5, B6(1), B6(2), B6(3), C5, C6(1), C6(2), C6(3), C6(4),
C6(5), C6(6), C6(7), C6(8) to obtain figures A6(1) ∼ C6(8).
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Figure 10: Analysis and diagrams

Then we take the graph whose edges are directed and labeled by RIII, α, and
RI− in Figure 11. We note that each vertex corresponds to the configulation in
Figure 9 with the same label. We further note that for each vertex X, we have
the subgraph consisting of the edges adjacent to X, and the other vertices of
the edges is exactly X(b) in Figure 9. This fact clearly implies Proposition 2.3.

Figure 11: The graph whose edges are directed and labeled

As an immidiate consequence of Proposition 2.3, we obtain the next corol-
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lary.

Corollary 2.1. The deformation of type ξ5 within a disk D can not be realized
by a sequence of deformations each of which is either of type α, of type RIII, or
of type RI−, if we pose the following conditions.
(1) every deformation is performed within D, and
(2) the numbers of the double points of the spherical curves within D are at most
6.

2.3 Pretzel spherical curves

For anm-tuple of positive integers a1, a2, . . . , am(m ≥ 3), let P (a1, a2 . . . , am)
be a union of spherical curves depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Pretzel spherical curve

Note that if either one of the following 2 conditions is satisfied then P (a1, a2 . . . , am)
is a spherical curve:
1. exactly one of a1, a2, . . . , am(m ≥ 3) is an even number.
2. m is an odd number, and every ai is an odd number.
We call such a spherical curve P (a1, a2, . . . , am) a pretzel spherical curve of
type (a1, a2, . . . , am).

In [5] it is shown that every pretzel spherical curve is RI, RIII-equivalent to
a trivial spherical curve. In this talk, we study the stable double point numbers
between certain pretzel spherical curves and trivial spherical curves.
For positive odd integers m(≥ 3) and p, P (m; p) denotes the pretzel spherical
curve with m boxes B1, . . . , Bm, where each Bi contains p double points. Note
that d([P (m; p)]) = mp. Suppose that p ≥ 3. By applying Proposition 2.2 m
times, we see that P (m; p) is RI, RIII-equivalent to the 2-bridge spherical curve
C(mp). Further by Remark 2.1, we see that

sd(P (m; p), C(mp)) ≤ mp+ (p− 1)/2

On the other hand, we note that

sd(C(mp),⃝) ≤ mp+ 1
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by Proposition 2.1. We note that these arguments have established the following
Proposition.

Proposition 2.4. Let P (m; p) be as above. Then

sd(P (m; p),⃝) ≤ mp+ (p− 1)/2.

I have the impression that the inequality in Proposition 2.4 can be replaced
with the equality. That is, it seems that the following equality holds.

sd(P (m; p),⃝) = mp+ (p− 1)/2

The next theorem shows that the equality actually holds for the case of p = 5.

Theorem 2.1. Let P (m; p) be as above. Then for each odd number m(≥ 5),
we have:

sd(P (m; 5),⃝) = 5m+ 2.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is carried out by using Proposition 2.3. Detailes
are omitted.

Acknowledgement. I would like to express my hearty thanks to Dr. Noboru
Ito for sending me the informations included in the preprint [5].
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